
As you know, West Central Iowa Rural Water Association’s purpose is to provide our customers 
clean and safe drinking water and to serve our customers well.  The purpose in this writing is to 
inform our membership of a situation that is of concern.   
 
In 2019 WCIRWA received information that the Iowa Department of Natural 
resources (IDNR) is planning a project to dredge a portion of Black Hawk Lake in Lake View, Iowa.  
With this dredging project, the DNR will remove the spoils from the lake and deposit those spoils 
into an old gravel pit that is located just west of our Boyer Water Treatment Plant south of Lake 
View. The wells that feed our treatment plant are located very close to this gravel pit.  
 
 WCIRWA is concerned that the spoils from Black Hawk Lake could affect the quality of the 
groundwater that serves as our drinking water supply.  While we at WCIRWA have no issue with 
the IDNR dredging Black Hawk Lake, we do have concerns about the placement of the dredge spoils 
so close to our production wells.  

 

There are two things that WCIRWA is concerned about: 1) the potential decrease in recharge from 
the aquifer to our production wells and 2) the potential to bring in different contaminants to our 
treatment plant that the plant is not designed to remove from the water.  We have 
been working with the IDNR to understand what the water quantity and water quality impacts may 
be and, until recently, the IDNR has been cooperating with us to answer our questions.  As of 
today, however, the IDNR has indicated to us that they believe there will be little impact to the 
ground water and, as a result, has halted all cooperation with WCIRWA.  We are perplexed with 
this sudden change in their approach and cooperation.  IDNR plans to proceed with this 
project even though WCIRWA still has concerns that, we believe, could be answered relatively 
easily.  
 
We are asking our members to reach out to state and local representatives as well as to your local 
board of supervisors and express your concern with this project moving forward without fully 
addressing the water quality impacts that this project may have on our groundwater and treatment 
plant.  
 
For your convenience we are listing contact information for the representatives that represent the 
areas that WCIRWA has a presence on the reverse side of this communication.   
 
 
 
 


